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PLASTIC CONTAINER WITH ANGULAR VACUUM PANEL AND
METHOD OF SAME

[0001] The disclosed subject matter relates generally to the field of packaging bulk products such as chemicals or foods. More specifically, the disclosed subject matter relates to plastic containers and closures, vacuum panel configurations for plastic containers, and systems and methods for making and using the same.

[0002] The disclosed subject matter involves plastic containers having panel portions constructed and operative to accommodate internal pressures within the container due to elevated temperature processing, such as hot-filling, pasteurization, and/or retort processing. Plastic containers according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can also be constructed and operative to accommodate internal pressures within the filled container resulting from subjecting the filled plastic container to cooling or cool-down processing.

[0003] In one or more exemplary embodiments, a hot-fillable, blow-molded plastic container may include a base defining a lower label stop and having a solid bottom end that includes a bearing portion defining a standing surface upon which the container may be supported on a horizontal surface; and a generally cylindrical sidewall extending from the base and configured to support a wrap-around label, the sidewall including: an upper label straight at a top end of the sidewall, the upper label straight having a uniform height; a lower label straight at a bottom end of the sidewall, the lower label straight having a uniform height; a plurality of columns extending between the upper label straight and the lower label straight; and a plurality of vacuum panels, each vacuum panel being disposed between adjacent ones of the plurality of columns and having an upper section, a middle section, a lower section, a first hinge portion connecting the upper section and the middle
section, and a second hinge portion connecting the middle section and the lower section. The container may further include a shoulder portion extending from the top end of the sidewall, the shoulder portion defining an upper label stop above the sidewall; and a neck portion extending from the shoulder portion to create an open end of the container, the neck portion having a diameter less than a diameter of the sidewall and being operative to receive a closure.

[0004] The shoulder portion of the container may include a recessed portion, the recessed portion extending circumferentially along an outer periphery of the shoulder portion.

[0005] The container sidewall may include an upper recessed portion, the upper recessed portion extending circumferentially along an outer periphery of the sidewall below the upper label straight. The container sidewall may also include a lower recessed portion, the lower recessed portion extending circumferentially along an outer periphery of the sidewall above the lower label straight.

[0006] The container may define a container central axis and be formed in an initial blow molded condition with the middle section of each vacuum panel extending in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, the upper section of each vacuum panel being inclined from the first hinge portion toward the container central axis, and the lower section of each vacuum panel being inclined from the second hinge portion toward the container central axis. The upper section may be inclined at an angle with respect to the container central axis, the angle being greater than zero degrees and less than 20 degrees. The lower section may also be inclined at an angle with respect to the container central axis, the angle being greater than zero degrees and less than 20 degrees.
[0007] Each container vacuum panel may operate to move to an inverted state in response to pressure variation within the container after the container has been hot-filled with a product and sealed with the closure, the pressure variation including an internal vacuum associated with cooling of the hot-filled and sealed container, the vacuum panel being constructed and operative to move radially inward toward the container central axis in response to the internal vacuum. Following the move to an inverted state, the middle section of each vacuum panel may extend in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, with the upper section of each vacuum panel being rotated at the first hinge portion and inclined away from the container central axis, and the lower section of each vacuum panel being rotated at the second hinge portion and inclined away from the container central axis.

[0008] Each vacuum panel may be recessed with respect to its adjacent columns such that the vacuum panel is located radially closer to the container central axis than are the adjacent columns.

[0009] The container sidewall may include a plurality of islands protruding from respective ones of the plurality of vacuum panels and configured to support a wrap-around or shrink label. Each island may extend vertically in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, and each island may extend radially further from the container central axis than does its respective vacuum panel. An exemplary island may have an upper portion, a middle portion adjacent to the upper portion, and a lower portion adjacent to the middle portion, where the container defines a container central axis, the island extends in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, and the upper portion and the lower portion extend radially further from the container central axis than does the
middle portion. Alternatively, an exemplary island may be formed in a variety of different shapes suitable to support a container label.

[0010] In one or more exemplary embodiments, a method may include: providing a plastic container formed by forcing a gas into the container via an aperture in the container, the formed plastic container defining a container central axis and including: a base defining a lower label bumper and having a solid bottom end; a generally cylindrical sidewall extending from the base and configured to support a wrap-around label, the sidewall including: an upper label straight at a top end of the sidewall; a lower label straight at a bottom end of the sidewall; a plurality of columns extending vertically between the upper label straight and the lower label straight; and at least one elongate vacuum panel arranged vertically on the sidewall between adjacent ones of the plurality of columns, the at least one vacuum panel having an upper section, a middle section, a lower section, a first transition portion between the upper section and the middle section, and a second transition portion between the middle section and the lower section. The container may further include a dome extending from the top end of the sidewall and defining an upper label stop above the sidewall; and a finish extending from the dome to create an open end of the container and operative to receive a closure. The method may further include hot-filling the plastic container via the finish with a product; sealing the hot-filled plastic container with the closure; cooling the hot-filled and sealed plastic container; and compensating for an internal pressure vacuum after cooling the plastic container.

[0011] In accordance with the method, the compensating for an internal pressure vacuum may include the at least one vacuum panel moving radially inward toward the container central axis in response to the internal vacuum. The vacuum panel middle section may move with respect to the upper section and the lower
section from a radially outward position to a radially inward position. As the middle section moves from a radially outward position to a radially inward position, the upper section may rotate about the first transition portion through an angle, the angle being greater than 0 degrees and less than 40 degrees. An exemplary angle of rotation may be 5.0 degrees. As the middle section moves from a radially outward position to a radially inward position, the lower section may also rotate about the second transition portion through an angle, the angle being greater than 0 degrees and less than 40 degrees. An exemplary angle of rotation may be 5.0 degrees.

[0012] In accordance with the method, the compensating for an internal pressure vacuum may be performed without any movement within the base of the container.

[0013] In accordance with the method, the compensating for an internal pressure vacuum may include each of the at least one vacuum panel reducing a portion of the internal pressure vacuum to alleviate substantially the entire internal vacuum.

[0014] In one or more exemplary embodiments, a sidewall portion may be constructed and operative to accommodate a vacuum in a filled and sealed container and may include: a plurality of columns extending vertically between an upper end of the sidewall portion and a lower end of the sidewall portion; and a plurality of angular vacuum panels, each vacuum panel being disposed in a vertical orientation between adjacent ones of the plurality of columns and including an upper section, a middle section, and a lower section disposed in angular relation to each other, a first hinge connecting the upper section and the middle section, and a second hinge connecting the middle section and the lower section, the vacuum panels being constructed and operative to move radially inward toward a central axis defined by
the container so that the vacuum in the filled and scaled container can be accommodated, where when the vacuum moves radially inward toward the central axis, the middle section may maintain a substantially parallel orientation with respect to the central axis. That is, the vacuum panel middle section may maintain a vertical orientation — as seen in a vertical section — that is substantially parallel with respect to the central axis. As the vacuum moves radially inward toward the central axis, the upper section may rotate about the first hinge and incline away from the container central axis, and the lower section may rotate about the second hinge and incline away from the container central axis. The upper section, the middle section, and the lower section may each be formed with a substantially linear vertical profile, as can be seen in a vertical section.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The accompanying drawings are incorporated in and constitute a part of the specification.

[0016] Fig. 1 is a front view of a container according to various embodiments of the disclosed subject matter.

[0017] Fig. 2 is a top view of a container according to various embodiments of the disclosed subject matter.

[0018] Fig. 3 is a bottom view of a container according to various embodiments of the disclosed subject matter.

[0019] Fig. 4A is a cross-sectional view, taken along a container central axis of the container of Fig. 1.
While the exemplary embodiments illustrated herein may show various features of the disclosed subject matter, it will be understood that the features disclosed herein may be combined variously to achieve the objectives of the present embodiments.

The disclosed subject matter involves plastic containers, sidewall configurations for plastic containers, and systems, methods, and molds thereof. More particularly, the disclosed subject matter involves plastic containers having sidewall...
portions that are constructed and operative to accommodate elevated temperature processing, such as hot-filling, pasteurization, and/or retort processing. Plastic containers according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter also may be configured and operative to accommodate internal forces caused by post elevated temperature processing, such as temperature-induced forces from varying temperatures in transit to or in storage at a distributor (e.g., wholesale or retail vendor) or end consumer, for example, prolonged effects of the weight of the product stored therein over time, etc., and/or cooling operations (including exposure to ambient temperature) after or between elevated temperature processing.

[0031] Generally speaking, in various embodiments, a sidewall portion of the container can move in response to internal pressures within the container that has been hot-filled and sealed, for instance. Optionally, the sidewall portion may be constructed and operative to move radially outward in response to internal pressures, such as headspace pressure and/or under the weight of the product, and also to move radially inward in response to a different internal pressure, such as an internal vacuum created within the container due to cooling or cooling processing of the container. Alternatively, the sidewall portion may be constructed and operative to resist movement in one direction, for example a radially outward direction in response to internal pressures (e.g., headspace pressure, product weight, etc.), but may be constructed and operative to move radially inward in response to a different internal pressure, such as an internal vacuum created within the container due to cooling or cooling processing of the container.

[0032] Sidewall portions of containers may have one or more movable vacuum panels that may assist or accommodate movement or flexure of the movable sidewall portion. The vacuum panel can be initially formed with three distinct
sections that are generally oriented or arranged vertically with respect to a central axis of the container, with a middle section of the vacuum panel being oriented or arranged substantially directly vertically, and upper and lower sections of the vacuum panel being connected to and angling or sloping radially inward from respective upper and lower ends of the middle section, for instance. The three vacuum panel sections can be joined at two distinct junction areas where a change or transition in angular orientation with respect to the container central axis occurs, going from the substantially vertical middle section to the inwardly sloping upper section and the inwardly sloping lower section. The distinct junction or transition areas can act as hinges. The configuration of the three distinct vacuum panel sections combined with the two hinges facilitate activation of the vacuum panel at relatively lower internal vacuum pressures, and also serve to displace more volume and thus alleviate relatively greater internal vacuum, as compared with vacuum panels not having this configuration. When activated, the vacuum panel can move radially inward with the middle section maintaining a substantially vertical orientation with respect to the container central axis, and the upper and lower sections rotating about their respective hinged junctions with the upper and lower ends of the middle section. In an activated state, the upper and lower sections of the vacuum panel can, for instance, be angled or sloped radially outward from their respective upper and lower junctions or hinges at the upper and lower ends of the middle section.

[0033] Optionally, the vacuum panel can be initially formed with the middle section of the vacuum panel oriented or arranged substantially directly vertically with respect to the container central axis, and the upper and lower sections of the vacuum panel being connected to and angling or sloping radially outward from respective upper and lower ends of the middle section. In response to internal pressures, such as
headspace pressure and/or under the weight of the product, the vacuum panel can move radially outward with the middle section maintaining a substantially vertical orientation with respect to the container central axis, and the upper and lower sections rotating about their respective hinged junctions with the upper and lower ends of the middle section. In this state, the upper and lower sections of the vacuum panel can, for instance, be angled or sloped radially inward from their respective upper and lower hinges at the upper and lower ends of the middle section. 

In response to a different internal pressure, such as an internal vacuum created within the container due to cooling or cooling processing of the container, the vacuum panel can move radially inward with the middle section maintaining a substantially vertical orientation with respect to the container central axis, and the upper and lower sections rotating about their respective hinges at the upper and lower ends of the middle section. In this activated state, the upper and lower sections of the vacuum panel can, for instance, be angled or sloped radially outward from their respective upper and lower hinges at the upper and lower ends of the middle section.

[0034] Plastic containers according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can be of any suitable configuration. For example, embodiments may include jars, such as wide-mouth jars, and base configurations thereof. Embodiments may also include single serve containers, bottles, jugs, asymmetrical containers, or the like, and sidewall configurations thereof. Thus, embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can be filled with and contain any suitable product including fluent, semi-fluent, or viscous food products, such as applesauce, spaghetti sauce, relishes, baby foods, brine, jelly, and the like, non-viscous products such as water, tea, juice, isotonic drinks or the like, or non-food products such as chemicals.
Plastic containers according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can be of any suitable size. For example, embodiments include containers with internal volumes of 8 oz., 20 oz., and 48 oz. Also, container sizes can include single-serving and multiple-serving size containers. Further, embodiments can also include containers with mouth diameters of 38mm, 55mm or higher, for instance.

Hot-fill processing can include filling a product into the container at any temperature in a range of at or about 130°F to at or about 205°F or in a range of at or about 185°F to at or about 205°F. Optionally, the hot-fill temperature can be above 205°F. For example, a wide-mouth jar can be filled with a hot product at a temperature of at or about 205°F, such as 208°F. As another example, a single-serving container, such as for an isotonic or sports drink, can be filled with a hot product at a temperature of 185°F or slightly below.

Plastic containers according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can be capped or sealed using any suitable closure, such as a plastic or metallic threaded cap or lid, a foil seal, a lug closure, a plastic or metallic snap-fit lid or cap, etc.

Plastic containers according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can also optionally be subjected to through processing, such as pasteurization and/or retort processing.

Pasteurization can involve heating a filled and sealed container and/or the product therein to any temperature in the range of at or about 200°F to at or about 215°F or at or about 218°F for any time period at or about five minutes to at or about forty minutes, for instance. In various embodiments, a hot rain spray may be used to heat the container and its contents.
Retort processing for food products, for instance, can involve heating a filled and sealed container and/or the product therein to any temperature in the range of at or about 230°F to at or about 270°F for any time period at or about twenty minutes to at or about forty minutes, for instance. Overpressure also may be applied to the container by any suitable means, such as a pressure chamber.

Turning to Fig. 1, a front view of container 100 is shown according to various embodiments. Container 100 can comprise any suitable material. For example, container 100 can comprise one or more plastics or combinations thereof, the plastics including, but not limited to, polyethylene terephthalate (PET), low density polyethylene (LDPE), high density polyethylene (HDPE), and nyons, as well as other polyesters, polyolcfms, and polycarboxyamidcs having suitable properties for the intended application. Container 100 can be made by any suitable process or method, including, but not limited to blow molding, injection molding, and extrusion blow molding. Container 100 is shown in Fig. 1 in its empty condition, after being initially formed, for example, by blow molding but before hot-filling and sealing with a closure, and in the absence of any internal or external applied forces.

Container 100 can be configured and operative to undergo elevated temperature processing, such as hot-filling, pasteurization, and/or retort processing. For example, container 100 may receive a food product as described herein at an elevated temperature as described herein, such as at a temperature from 185°F to 205°F. Container 100 also can be constructed and operative to undergo cooling processing or cool-down operations. Container 100 is further constructed and operative to accommodate or react in a certain manner to any of the aforementioned forces or pressures. Container 100 also may be subjected to forces caused by post hot-fill and cooling operations, such as temperature-induced forces from varying
temperatures in transit to or in storage at a distributor (e.g., wholesale or retail vendor) or end consumer, prolonged effects of the weight of the product stored therein over time, etc.

[0043] As shown in Figs. 1-3, an embodiment of container 100 includes a tubular or cylindrical sidewall 130, a threaded neck or finish 110 that forms an open end of container 100 and is operative to receive a threaded closure (e.g., a lid), a shoulder or dome 120 that extends from an upper portion of sidewall 130, and a base 140 attached to a lower portion of sidewall 130. Threaded finish 110 extends from an upper portion of shoulder or dome 120, can be a narrow-mouth finish or a wide-mouth finish, and may be of any suitable dimension. Alternatively, finish 110 may not be threaded, and another form of a closure may be implemented. Container 100 forms a container central axis CL that is substantially parallel to sidewall 130 and passes through the geometric center of container 100.

[0044] Container 100 also may have upper and lower label bumpers or stops 121, 141 located, respectively, at a lower end of shoulder 120 and at an upper end of base 140. Label stops 121, 141 may define a label area between which a label, such as a wrap-around label or a shrink label, can be affixed to sidewall 130. Sidewall 130 may include upper and lower label straights 131, 132 located, respectively, at upper and lower ends of sidewall 130. Label straights 131, 132 may comprise a radially outermost portion of sidewall 130 and may be of uniform height, e.g., 5 - 6 millimeters (mm). Label straights 131, 132 maybe provided to support a label that can be affixed to sidewall 130. Sidewall 130 may also include a plurality of columns 133 extending vertically between upper label straight 131 and lower label straight 132 and comprising a radially outermost portion of sidewall 130. Optionally, sidewall 130 may include a plurality of concentric ribs or rings 135, circumscribing the
sidewall 130 horizontally. Ribs 135 may be recessed radially inward with respect to the container central axis and may be located below upper label straight 131 and above lower label straight 132, thus forming boundaries or terminal points for columns 133. Ribs 135 may be provided in order to reinforce the sidewall 130 and to resist or prevent paneling, denting, barreling, ovalization, and/or other unwanted deformation of the sidewall 130, for example, in response to elevated temperature and/or cooling processing. Optionally, shoulder 120 may include one or more concentric ribs or rings 125, circumscribing shoulder 120 horizontally and recessed radially inward with respect to the container central axis.

[0045] Container 100 may also include one or more vacuum panels 150 located in sidewall 130. The one or more vacuum panels 150 may take up all or a portion of an induced vacuum caused by cooling a filled and sealed container 100. Each vacuum panel 150 can be located between respective adjacent ones of the plurality of columns 133 and be recessed with respect to its adjacent columns 133 such that it is located radially closer to the container central axis than are the adjacent columns. Each vacuum panel 150 may include an upper section or region 151, a middle section or region 152, and a lower section or region 153, as well as a first transition or hinge portion 154 connecting upper section 151 and middle section 152, and a second transition or hinge portion 155 connecting middle section 152 and lower section 153. Upper section 151, middle section 152, and lower section 153 may each be formed with a substantially linear or planar vertical profile, e.g., as seen in a vertical section. Additionally, upper section 151, middle section 152, and lower section 153 may each be formed with a curved horizontal profile, e.g., as seen in a horizontal section. Upper section 151, middle section 152, and lower section 153 may each be formed with the same linear length, or with different linear lengths.
Optionally, vacuum panel 150 may be defined as a composite vacuum panel formed of three separate vacuum panels — e.g., an upper panel, middle panel, and lower panel — joined by two connecting hinges; a first hinge between the upper panel and middle panel, and a second hinge between the middle panel and lower panel.

[0046] As is shown in Figs. 4A and 4B, container 100 can be initially formed — e.g., in an initial blow-molded condition — with middle section 152 of vacuum panel 150 extending in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, upper section 151 being inclined from first hinge portion 154 toward the container central axis, and lower section 153 being inclined from second hinge portion 155 toward the container central axis. Optionally, container 100 can be initially formed with middle section 152 of vacuum panel 150 extending in a direction that is angled or tilted with respect to the container central axis, upper section 151 being inclined from first hinge portion 154 toward the container central axis, and lower section 153 being inclined from second hinge portion 155 toward the container central axis. Upper section 151 may be inclined from first hinge portion 154 toward the container central axis by an angle α. Lower section 153 may be inclined from second hinge portion 155 toward the container central axis by an angle β. Angle α may measure between 0 and 20 degrees in magnitude. Angle β may also measure between 0 and 20 degrees. Angles α and β may have the same magnitude or different magnitudes. For instance, one or both of angles α and β may be 2.5 degrees in magnitude. As shown in Figs. 4A and 4B, middle section 152 is formed at a greater depth, or radial distance from the container central axis, than upper section 151 and lower section 153.

[0047] Fig. 5 shows a front perspective view of container 100 shown in Fig. 1.
In the case where sidewall 130 is substantially cylindrical in cross section, upper section 151, middle section 152, and lower section 153 may have the same radius \( R_i \) when measured in cross-sections taken normal or perpendicular to the respective surfaces of upper, middle, and lower sections 151, 152, 153, i.e., perpendicular to the extruded sections or extrusions. This is shown, for example, in Fig. 6A. If the cross-sections of sidewall 130 arc taken horizontally with respect to the container central axis, upper and lower sections 151, 153 may have a different radius \( R_2 \) than middle section 152, since upper and lower sections 151, 153 are tilted radially inward with respect to middle section 152 and the container central axis. This is shown, for example, in Fig. 6B.

An exemplary container may have six vacuum panels such as vacuum panel 150, equally spaced around the container sidewall, but the number of vacuum panels as well as the configuration, size and position of each vacuum panel may be adjusted accommodate variations in container size and shape.

Vacuum panel 150 is operative to move to an inverted state in response to pressure variation within container 100 after the container has been hot-filled with a product and sealed with a closure. The pressure variation may include an internal vacuum associated with cooling of hot-filled and sealed container 100, with vacuum panel 150 being constructed and operative to move radially inward toward the container central axis in response to the internal vacuum. During activation of vacuum panel 150 in response to the internal vacuum, middle section 152 moves or displaces radially inward toward the container central axis while maintaining a substantially parallel orientation with respect to the container central axis. As middle section 152 moves radially inward, upper section 151 rotates about first hinge 154 away from the container central axis, and lower section 153 rotates about second
hinge 155 away from the container central axis. Following the move to an inverted state, middle section 152 of vacuum panel 150 extends in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, with upper section 151 being rotated at first hinge 154 and inclined away from the container central axis, and lower section 153 being rotated at second hinge 155 and inclined away from the container central axis. This is illustrated in Fig. 4B, for example, by the dashed lines indicating activated or inverted vacuum panel upper, middle, and lower sections 151', 152', 153'.

[0051] This exemplary configuration, shown for instance in Figs. 4A and 4B, where substantially linear middle section 152 is initially formed in an outwardly disposed — or "waisted out" — position with respect to substantially linear upper and lower sections 151, 153 and is connected to upper and lower sections 151, 153 via first and second hinges 154, 155, allows for relatively greater volume displacement by vacuum panel 150 and activation of vacuum panel 150 at relatively lower internal vacuum pressure, when compared with a vacuum panel that is configured, for instance, as a continuously curved wall as seen in a vertical section.

[0052] The existence of internal vacuum pressure can contribute to a crushing type failure in containers that are stacked vertically for transport and/or storage. Alleviating all or part of the internal vacuum pressure can result in a greater top load that can be withstood by filled and sealed containers. The features of vacuum panel 150 discussed previously, may increase the ability of container 100 to support higher vertical top loads and maintain its structural integrity during container stacking operations, as well as under the previously described transport and storage conditions.

[0053] Figs. 7-10 show a container 200 according to various embodiments. Container 200 can be similar to container 100, but can additionally include one or
more islands 260 located on respective vacuum panels 250. Each island 260 can protrude from a respective vacuum panel 250 and can be configured to support a label, such as a wrap-around label or a shrink label, which can be affixed to sidewall 230. An exemplary island such as island 260 may have an upper portion 261, a middle portion 262 adjacent to upper portion 261, and a lower portion 263 adjacent to middle portion 262. Container 200 can define a container central axis CL, and island 260 can extend in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, with upper portion 261 and lower portion 263 extending radially further from the container central axis than middle portion 262. As can be seen in Fig. 8, upper portion 261 and lower portion 263 of island 260 can extend a radial distance from the container central axis that is substantially equal to the radially outermost portion of sidewall 230. Optionally, island 260 may be formed in a variety of shapes and sizes suitable to support a container label.

[0054] As shown, for example, in Fig. 8, container 200 can have vacuum panel geometry or configuration that is similar to that discussed previously with reference to Figs. 4A and 4B. This exemplary configuration, where substantially linear or planar middle section 252 is initially formed in an outwardly disposed — or "waisted out" — position with respect to substantially linear or planar upper and lower sections 251, 253 and is connected to upper and lower sections 251, 253 via first and second hinges 254, 255, allows for relatively greater volume displacement by vacuum panel 250 and activation of vacuum panel 250 at relatively lower internal vacuum pressure, when compared with a vacuum panel that is configured, for instance, as a continuously curved wall as seen in a vertical section or profile. As an example, in a case where two plastic containers of substantially the same configuration — except for the first container having the previously described
"waistcd out" vacuum panel geometry and the second container having a vacuum panel that is configured as a continuously curved wall as seen in a vertical profile — are hot-filled, sealed, and cooled such that an internal pressure vacuum is induced, the first container may effect a volume displacement that is approximately 18% greater than that displaced by the second container, and may displace this volume at an internal vacuum pressure that is approximately 9% lower than that of the second container.

[0055] Fig. 10 shows a fragmentary cross-sectional view or profile of an enlarged sidewall portion of container 200 taken along the container central axis shown in Fig. 7.

[0056] Fig. 11 shows a flow chart for a method according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter. Methods [1100] according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can begin [SI 102] and may proceed to providing a plastic container as set forth herein [SI 104]. Providing a plastic container can include blow molding or otherwise forming the container. Providing a plastic container also can include packaging, shipping, and/or delivery of a container. Methods can also include filling, for example, hot-filling the container with a product such as described herein, at a temperature as described herein [SI 106]. After filling, the container can be sealed with a closure such as described herein [SI 108]. After sealing filling and sealing the container, a sidewall portion of the container, such as one or more of vacuum panels 150, 250 described herein, can accommodate or act in response to an internal pressure or force in the filled and sealed container such as described herein [SI 110]. As indicated above, internal pressure within the sealed and filled container can be caused by hot-filling the container, pasteurization processing to the container, retort processing to the container, or cooling processing to the container. The
container sidewall portion can accommodate or act responsively as set forth herein based on the internal pressure or force and the particular configuration and construction of the sidewall portion as set forth herein. The method may then end [S1 112].

[0057] Though containers in the form of bottles have been particularly shown in various figures, embodiments of the disclosed subject matter are not limited to bottles and can include plastic containers of any suitable shape or configuration and for any suitable use, including jars, jugs, asymmetrical containers, single-serve containers or the like. Also, embodiments of the disclosed subject matter shown in the drawings have circular cross-sectional shapes with reference to a central longitudinal axis. However, embodiments of the disclosed subject matter are not limited to containers having circular cross sections and thus container cross sections can be square, rectangular, oval, or asymmetrical.

[0058] Further, as indicated above, hot-filling below 185°F (e.g., 180°F) or above 205°F is also embodied in aspects of the disclosed subject matter. Pasteurizing and/or retort temperatures above 185°, above 200°F, or above 205°F (e.g., 215°F) are also embodied in aspects of the disclosed subject matter.

[0059] Containers, as set forth according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter, can be made of a thermoplastic made in any suitable way, for example, blow molded (including injection) PET, PEN, or blends thereof. Optionally, containers according to embodiments of the disclosed subject matter can be multilayered, including a layer of gas barrier material, a layer of scrap material, and/or a polyester resin modified for ultra-violet (“UV”) light protection or resistance.
Having now described embodiments of the disclosed subject matter, it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the foregoing is merely illustrative and not limiting, having been presented by way of example only. Thus, although particular configurations have been discussed herein, other configurations can also be employed. Numerous modifications and other embodiments (e.g., combinations, rearrangements, etc.) are enabled by the present disclosure and are within the scope of one of ordinary skill in the art and are contemplated as falling within the scope of the disclosed subject matter and any equivalents thereto. Features of the disclosed embodiments can be combined, rearranged, omitted, etc., within the scope of the invention to produce additional embodiments. Furthermore, certain features may sometimes be used to advantage without a corresponding use of other features. Accordingly, applicants intend to embrace all such alternatives, modifications, equivalents, and variations that are within the spirit and scope of the present invention.
What is claimed is:

1. A hot-tillable, blow-molded plastic container comprising:
   a base defining a lower label stop and having a solid bottom end that includes
   a bearing portion defining a standing surface upon which the container may be
   supported on a horizontal surface;
   a generally cylindrical sidewall extending from the base and configured to
   support a wrap-around label, the sidewall including:
      an upper label straight at a top end of the sidewall, the upper label straight
      having a uniform height;
      a lower label straight at a bottom end of the sidewall, the lower label
      straight having a uniform height;
      a plurality of columns extending between the upper label straight and the
      lower label straight; and
      a plurality of vacuum panels, each vacuum panel being disposed between
      adjacent ones of the plurality of columns and having an upper section, a middle
      section, a lower section, a first hinge portion connecting the upper section and the
      middle section, and a second hinge portion connecting the middle section and the
      lower section;
      a shoulder portion extending from the top end of the sidewall, the shoulder
      portion defining an upper label stop above the sidewall; and
      a neck portion extending from the shoulder portion to create an open end of
      the container, the neck portion having a diameter less than a diameter of the sidewall
      and being operative to receive a closure.
2. The container of claim 1, wherein the shoulder portion includes a recessed portion, the recessed portion extending circumferentially along an outer periphery of the shoulder portion.

3. The container of claim 1, wherein the sidewall includes an upper recessed portion, the upper recessed portion extending circumferentially along an outer periphery of the sidewall below the upper label straight.

4. The container of claim 1, wherein the sidewall includes a lower recessed portion, the lower recessed portion extending circumferentially along an outer periphery of the sidewall above the lower label straight.

5. The container of claim 1, wherein the container defines a container central axis, and is formed in an initial blow molded condition with the middle section of each vacuum panel extending in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, the upper section of each vacuum panel being inclined from the first hinge portion toward the container central axis, and the lower section of each vacuum panel being inclined from the second hinge portion toward the container central axis.

6. The container of claim 5, wherein the upper section is inclined at an angle with respect to the container central axis, the angle being greater than 0 degrees and less than 20 degrees.
7. The container of claim 5, wherein the lower section is inclined at an angle with respect to the container central axis, the angle being greater than 0 degrees and less than 20 degrees.

8. The container of claim 5, wherein each vacuum panel is operative to move to an inverted state in response to pressure variation within the container after the container has been hot-filled with a product and sealed with the closure, the pressure variation including an internal vacuum associated with cooling of the hot-filled and sealed container, the vacuum panel being constructed and operative to move radially inward toward the container central axis in response to the internal vacuum.

9. The container of claim 8, wherein following the move to an inverted state, the middle section of each vacuum panel extends in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, the upper section of each vacuum panel being rotated at the first hinge portion and inclined away from the container central axis, the lower section of each vacuum panel being rotated at the second hinge portion and inclined away from the container central axis.

10. The container of claim 1, wherein each vacuum panel is recessed with respect to its adjacent columns such that the vacuum panel is located radially closer to the container central axis than are the adjacent columns.

11. The container of claim 1, the sidewall including a plurality of islands protruding from respective ones of the plurality of vacuum panels and configured to support the wrap-around label, wherein the container defines a container central axis.
each island extends vertically in a direction substantially parallel to the container central axis, and each island extends radially further from the container central axis than does its respective vacuum panel.

12. A method comprising:

providing a plastic container formed by forcing a gas into the container via an aperture in the container, the formed plastic container defining a container central axis and including:

- a base defining a lower label bumper and having a solid bottom end;
- a generally cylindrical sidewall extending from the base and configured to support a wrap-around label, the sidewall including:
  - an upper label straight at a top end of the sidewall;
  - a lower label straight at a bottom end of the sidewall;
  - a plurality of columns extending vertically between the upper label straight and the lower label straight; and
- at least one elongate vacuum panel arranged vertically on the sidewall between adjacent ones of the plurality of columns, the at least one vacuum panel having an upper section, a middle section, a lower section, a first transition portion between the upper section and the middle section, and a second transition portion between the middle section and the lower section;
- a dome extending from the top end of the sidewall and defining an upper label stop above the sidewall; and
- a finish extending from the dome to create an open end of the container and operative to receive a closure;
hot-filling the plastic container via the finish with a product;
sealing the hot-filled plastic container with the closure;
cooling the hot-filled and sealed plastic container; and
compensating for an internal pressure vacuum after cooling the plastic container.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the compensating for an internal pressure vacuum includes the at least one vacuum panel moving radially inward toward the container central axis in response to the internal vacuum.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the vacuum panel middle section moves with respect to the upper section and the lower section from a radially outward position to a radially inward position.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein as the middle section moves from a radially outward position to a radially inward position, the upper section rotates about the first transition portion through an angle, the angle being greater than 0 degrees and less than 40 degrees.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein as the middle section moves from a radially outward position to a radially inward position, the lower section rotates about the second transition portion through an angle, the angle being greater than 0 degrees and less than 40 degrees.
17. The method of claim 14, wherein the compensating for an internal pressure vacuum is performed without any movement within the base of the container.

18. The method of claim 12, wherein the compensating for an internal pressure vacuum includes each of the at least one vacuum panel reducing a portion of the internal pressure vacuum to alleviate substantially the entire internal vacuum.

19. A sidewall portion constructed and operative to accommodate a vacuum in a filled and sealed container and comprising:

   a plurality of columns extending vertically between an upper end of the sidewall portion and a lower end of the sidewall portion; and

   a plurality of angular vacuum panels, each vacuum panel being disposed in a vertical orientation between adjacent ones of the plurality of columns and including an upper section, a middle section, and a lower section disposed in angular relation to each other, a first hinge connecting the upper section and the middle section, and a second hinge connecting the middle section and the lower section, the vacuum panels being constructed and operative to move radially inward toward a central axis defined by the container so that the vacuum in the filled and sealed container is accommodated,

   wherein when the vacuum moves radially inward toward the central axis, the middle section maintains a substantially parallel orientation with respect to the central axis, the upper section rotates about the first hinge and inclines away from the container central axis, and the lower section rotates about the second hinge and inclines away from the container central axis.
20. The sidewall portion of claim 19, wherein the upper section, the middle section, and the lower section are each formed with a substantially linear vertical profile.
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